
 

 

BENAKI MUSEUM 
1, Koumbari Str., GR-106 74 Athens. Tel: +30 210 367-1024 

Fax: + 30 210 362-2547 E-mail: copyrights@benaki.gr 
 

User’s Licence 
 

 Name & address: 
 

 
Date:  
Reference:  
 

 

A use and reproduction licence is hereby granted for the following material, subject to the general 
terms printed on the back page of this document and to the following specific terms: 
 
The material will be used exclusively as: 
 

 Artwork for a book  Front Cover or   Back Cover of a book or of a physical carrier of sound 
and image (video, CD-ROM etc.)  

 Newspaper, magazine, journal      Advertising printed material  
 TV program     Cinema or TV film 
 Electronic Publication (CD ROM)  
 Internet Use 
  Other use:.......................................................................................... 

 
Aim of the use: 

 Scientific   Educational   Commercial   Other..........……….. 
 
In case of use in a book, printed material or physical carrier of sound and image: 
Number of copies:…………..……..Selling price (indicative):..........................................….. 
Author:...................................…......Publisher:..........................................................…………… 
Title of Publication .…………….. …… ………………………………………………………………. 
Total number of photographs :.....…….....Number of the pages of the book :.............….….. 
Estimated date of circulation (month/year) :......……….................................……………….. 
 
The product will be distributed: 

 In Greece      Outside of Greece (indicate the country/ies) …..………....................................) 
 In one language       In Greek and in one more language 
 In more languages (Name the other languages):.........………....................…….....…..) 

Term of licence:.................................................................………………………………... 

Description of material 

 
 
  
 

Specific terms of use: 
………………………………… 

The material granted shall not be used for any purpose or by any means other the one/s stated 
above.  You are asked to send …. copies of the product to the Benaki Museum.  
 
On behalf of the Benaki Museum:........................................................... 
 
You are kindly requested to sign and return the present document to the Benaki Museum. The use 
of the material is not permitted until both pages of this document have been signed and the 
relevant fee has been paid. 
 
Signature:..........................................................Date:................................................. 
Please also sign the back page  



 

 
Terms of Use of the Material 

1. In the following terms:  
- Museum means the Benaki Museum, 1, Koumbari Str. GR-106 74 Athens, Greece. 
- User means the person or organisation stated on the front page. 
- Material means the photograph, transparency, digital image or file and any other object 
delivered by the Museum for reproduction. 
- Reproduction means any kind of reproduction of the material including mechanical, 
photochemical and digital reproduction. In the case of reproduction for TV use, a non-exclusive 
licence is granted for one broadcasting only unless otherwise stated in specific terms. In case 
of cinema use, a non-exclusive public performance right is also licensed.   

2. The licence is granted with the execution of the present agreement (Licence), which contains 
the terms of the licence, and upon payment of the fee stated on the relevant invoice issued by 
the Museum. The User is not permitted to assign or grant a reproduction licence to third parties 
or to transfer the rights obtained with the present document. The User is not permitted to 
deliver or rent the material to any third parties. The User shall not alter or modify the Material 
granted without the written agreement of the Museum. Modification includes inter alia any form 
of digital editing, which requires a specific permission in writing by the Museum.  

3.  The Museum is and remains the exclusive and sole owner of the Material and the copyrights 
thereon.   

4.  The User shall affix the international copyright notice and the year of first publication as 
indicated by the Museum in every use – reproduction of the Material (e.g. © 2005 by Benaki 
Museum Athens). 

5.  The Museum has the right to refuse to grant any future licence of the Material at any time and 
without any justification. 

6.  The reproduction licence of the Material is granted on a non-exclusive basis and with the 
specific terms mentioned on the front page.  

7.  For specific uses (e.g. Internet, audiovisual exploitation etc.) another special agreement must 
be signed.  

8.  The aforementioned Reproduction Licence shall be considered as granted only after the total 
amount indicated on the relevant invoice has been paid. Any reproduction before the payment 
of the invoice shall be illegal and in that case the User will - among other consequences - be 
obliged to pay double the amount of the fee as minimum compensation, in addition to the fees 
stipulated in the present agreement (article 65 of Greek Copyright Act 2121/1993).   

9.  If the Material delivered is a transparency, the User is obliged to return the Material within three 
months of the date of delivery. The Material is considered to be delivered to the User in perfect 
condition unless the User informs the Museum of the contrary within 3 days. In case of non- 
return, loss, destruction or damage, the User is obliged to pay a sum equal to the total value of 
the Material as specified by the Museum. The User is advised to insure the Material.    

10. Any photos of the Material will be taken only by persons and studios chosen and assigned by 
the Museum. 

11. The Museum has the right to make discounts in cases of a large number of images or for 
scientific and educational uses, etc. 

12. The User is obliged to deliver to the Museum free of charge a specified number of copies of 
any product produced under the present licence, immediately after the start of their distribution. 
Omitting this obligation will have as a consequence the right of the Museum to refuse to grant 
any other Material in the future.    

13. For use of the Material in CD-ROM form, the resolution must not exceed 640X480 pixels at 256 
colours mode and the printing quality must be less than 100 dpi. The User shall use specific 
software protecting the material from digital copying.  

14. The User is obliged to destroy any Material in digital form immediately after its use and to 
report in writing to the Museum about the destruction of any such Material.  

15. Any dispute in respect of the interpretation or execution of the terms of the present agreement 
will be resolved exclusively by the Courts of Athens and according to the Greek Law.  

 
I have read and agree with the above. 
Signature..........................................   Date.............................   

 


